
Briati

49530 - Provolone Wedge
Provolone is a cousin of mozzarella. This cheese undergoes a unique stretching process that
gives it a characteristically stringy, stretchy quality. A well-loved staple in any deli, this mild
semi-firm cheese is perfect on turkey sandwiches, meatball subs, or shredded into salads.
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Provolone is a cousin of mozzarella. Both are made in the style ofpasta filata,which meansspun paste in Italianaptly named because
these cheeses undergo a unique stretching process that gives them a characteristically stringy, stretchy quality. A well-loved staple in
any deli, this mild semi-firm cheese is perfect on turkey sandwiches, meatball subs, or shredded into salads.

Provolone was among the earliest cheeses known by the Romans. Local names for Provolone usually reflect the shape or size, which
can vary considerably. This mild flavored cheese is very versatile and can be used as a table cheese, or for grilling or melting.

Pasteurized Milk, Cheese
Culture, Salt, Enzymes

Contains:

Free From:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

Briati Briati Cheese Provolone

UPC MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

49530 49530 90820581095300 1/10 LB

Gross Weight Net Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

10.37lb 10lb United States No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

11.63in 7.5in 5.88in 0.3ft3 20x8 180days 35°F / 37°F

See label for suggestions

Perfect for slicing and shredding as
a topping or on sandwiches.

Ready to Eat
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